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Crazy

Undulating Waves
The look of Blumarine 
Undone, bohemian waves with a bit more polish are in, 
spotted at Blumarine, Burberry Prorsum, Gucci and 
countless more shows. For the most romantic month of 
the year,  wear it BIG with max volume and height: wrap 
sections around a curling iron and lift at the roots, 
leaving the ends free for irregularity, then set the waves 
with a setting spray like Kérastase’s Laque Couture.
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Sexy
Chic

Five ways to sex up your hair and ooze 
amour: give these amped up hairdos from 
the runways of Fall/Winter 2014 a head-
spinning, hair-flicking whirl
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Boho Braids   
The look of Nanette Lepore
Our second most-loved, dishevelled braid 
look of the season: gypsy-esque knots 
going across the forehead and down the 
right side of the face at Nanette Lepore. 
Mimic the look by adding shape and 
volume with Kérastase Mousse 
Bouffante, curl all over with a large 
barrel curling iron, then get braiding: 
part hair into a deep side part and begin 
braiding on the forehead moving down. 
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Flying Updos
The look of Michael Kors
Five words to describe the 
updos-slash-chignons this 
season that adorned the girls 
at Michael Kors, Dolce & 
Gabbana and Diane von 
Furstenberg: sexy with a 
devil-may-care cool. Infuse 
loads of fluffy, undone texture 
with Percy & Reed Quite 
Wonderfully Wavy Texturising 
Spray, tuck in a row of braids 
into an updo, and pull out 
front layers to evoke a 
surfer-girl, wind-blown 
nonchalance. 
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Messy Ponies
The look of Rag & Bone
Ponytails this season at Stella 
McCartney and Rag & Bone 
were a lived-in, rumpled, hot 
mess, the kind of raked-back, 
lazy-yet-alluring Saturday 
morning hair you always 
wished to wake up in. It’s a 
mess at the bottom and height 
on top: apply Alterna Root Blast 
to the roots and tease it to the 
max, fluff a mattifying powder 
on the ends and pull the bottom 
bits into a low ponytail.
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Loose Braids
The look of Emilio Pucci
There were braids galore at Fall 2014: 
pigtails at Marc Jacobs, cornrows at 
Alexander McQueen and  slack loose 
braids at Emilio Pucci, our pick for oozing 
a chic, romantic rock n’ roll appeal. Give 
hair a tousled, rugged texture with 
Redken’s Curvaceous Wave Ahead 
Mousse, fasten hair at the end into a 
slack braid with only a handful of plaits, 
and leave bits at the front to hang loose. 

MAKE UP DEIRDRE CHONG
HAIR JEREMY YAP
MODEL KATY ROSE/WUMODELS




